ADDENDUM

Document 00910

ADDENDUM NO. No. 4

Date of Addendum: 09/26/19

PROJECT NAME: Brock Adventure Park

PROJECT NO: WBS No.: F-000853

PROPOSAL DATE: (There is no change to the Proposal Date.)

FROM: City of Houston, General Services Department
900 Bagby, 2nd Floor, City Hall Annex
Houston, Texas 77002
Attn: Chip Perry, Sr. Project Manager

TO: Prospective Proposers

This Addendum forms a part of the Proposal Documents and will be incorporated into the Contract, as applicable. Insofar as the original Project Manual and Drawings are inconsistent, this Addendum governs.

This Addendum uses the change page method: remove and replace or add pages, or Drawing sheets, as directed in the change instructions below. Change bars ( | ) are provided in the outside margins of pages from the Project Manual to indicate where changes have been made; no change bars are provided in added Sections. Reissued Drawing Sheets show the Addendum number below the title block and changes in the Drawing are noted by a revision mark and enclosed in a revision cloud.

CHANGES TO PROJECT MANUAL

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION

1. Document 00010 – Table of Contents. Replace 00010 – Table of Contents in its entirety.
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PROPOSAL FORMS AND SUPPLEMENTS


CHANGES TO DRAWINGS

4. Delete Sheet L0.01 Key Map and replace with Sheet L0.01 Key Map.

5. Delete Sheet L0.02 Site Development and replace with L0.02 Site Development.

6. Delete Sheet L1.01 Demolition & Tree Protection Plan and replace with L1.01 Demolition & Tree Protection Plan.

7. Delete Sheet L1.02 Demolition & Tree Protection Plan and replace with L1.02 Demolition & Tree Protection Plan.

8. Delete Sheet L1.07 Tree Mitigation Table and replace with L1.07 Tree Mitigation Table.

9. Delete Sheet L1.08 Tree Mitigation Table and replace with L1.08 Tree Mitigation Table.

10. Delete Sheet L1.09 Tree Protection Details and replace with L1.09 Tree Protection Details.

11. Delete Sheet L1.10 Tree Protection Details and replace with L1.10 Tree Protection Details.

12. Delete Sheet C2.00 Grading and Paving Plan and replace with C2.00 Grading and Paving Plan

13. Delete Sheet C2.01 Grading and Paving Plan and replace with C2.01 Grading and Paving Plan.

14. Delete Sheet C2.02 Grading and Paving Plan and replace with C2.02 Grading and Paving Plan.

15. Delete Sheet C2.03 Grading and Paving Plan and replace with C2.03 Grading and Paving Plan.

16. Delete Sheet C3.00 Storm Drainage Plan and replace with C3.00 Storm Drainage Plan.

17. Delete Sheet C3.01 Storm Drainage Plan and replace with C3.01 Storm Drainage
Plan.

18. Delete Sheet C3.02 Storm Drainage Plan and replace with C3.02 Storm Drainage Plan.

19. Delete Sheet C3.03 Storm Drainage Plan Calculation and replace with C3.03 Storm Drainage Plan Calculations.

20. Delete Sheet C5.00 SWPPP and Details and replace with Sheet C5.00 SWPPP and Details.

21. Delete Sheet C5.02 SWPPP and Details and replace with C5.02 SWPPP and Details.

22. Delete Sheet L2.01 Grading Plan and replace with L2.01 Grading Plan.

23. Delete Sheet L2.02 Grading Plan and replace with L2.02 Grading Plan.

24. Delete Sheet L2.03 Grading Enlargement Plan.


26. Delete Sheet L2.06 Grading Enlargement Plan.

27. Delete Sheet L2.07 Grading Enlargement Plan.


29. Delete Sheet L3.02 Construction Plan and replace with L3.02 Construction Plan.


34. Delete Sheet L3.10 Disc Golf Course Layout Plan and replace with L3.10 Disc Golf Course Layout Plan.


36. Delete Sheet L3.12 Hardscape Details and replace with L3.12 Hardscape Details.
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37. Delete Sheet L3.14 Site Amenity Details and replace with L3.14 Site Amenity Details.

38. Delete Sheet L3.15 Disc Golf Details and replace with L3.15 Disc Golf Details.

39. Delete Sheet L3.16 Lighting, Fence & Barrier Details and replace with L3.16 Lighting, Fence & Barrier Details.

40. Delete Sheet L3.17 Wall & Step Details and replace with L3.17 Wall & Step Details.

41. Delete Sheet L3.18 Wall & Step Details and replace with L3.18 Wall & Step Details.

42. Delete Sheet L3.19 Obstacle Course Details and replace with L3.19 Obstacle Course Details.

43. Delete Sheet L3.20 Playground Details and replace with L3.20 Playground Details.

44. Delete Sheet L3.21 Putting Green Details and replace with L3.21 Putting Green Details.

45. Delete Sheet L3.22 Putting Green Details.

46. Delete Sheet L3.23 Putting Green Details.

47. Delete Sheet L3.24 Putting Green Details and replace with L3.24 Putting Green Details.

48. Delete Sheet S1.01 Site Amenity and Disc Golf Details and replace with S1.01 Site Amenity and Disc Golf Details.

49. Delete Sheet S1.02 Site Amenity Details and replace with S1.02 Site Amenity Details.

50. Delete Sheet S1.04 Wall & Step Details and replace with S1.04 Wall & Step Details.

51. Delete Sheet L4.03 Irrigation Enlargement Plan and replace with L4.03 Irrigation Enlargement Plan.

52. Delete Sheet L5.01 Planting Plan and replace with L5.01 Planting Plan.

53. Delete Sheet L5.02 Planting Plan and replace with L5.02 Planting Plan.

54. Delete Sheet L5.03 Planting Enlargement Plan and replace with L5.03 Planting Enlargement Plan.

55. Delete Sheet L5.04 Planting Enlargement Plan and replace with L5.04 Planting Enlargement Plan.

56. Delete Sheet L5.05 Planting Enlargement Plan and replace with L5.05 Planting
57. Delete Sheet L5.06 Planting Enlargement Plan and replace with L5.06 Planting Enlargement Plan.

58. Delete Sheet L5.07 Planting Enlargement Plan and replace with L5.07 Planting Enlargement Plan.

59. Delete Sheet L5.08 Planting Enlargement Plan and replace with L5.08 Planting Enlargement Plan.

60. Delete Sheet L5.09 Plant Schedule & Notes and replace with L5.09 Plant Schedule & Notes.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 4

(CRC: )
Richard Vella
Assistant Director
Real Estate / Design & Construction Division
General Services Department

DATED: 09/26/19
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